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Mini Micro Deluxe Ruby Red (MMD054)  
 

Already voted Toy of the Year several
times by children and parents! This unique
toy not only promotes the movement of
your child thanks to its patented weight
steering, it helps to promote motor skills,
balance and coordination. New, the
handlebar of the Mini Micro Deluxe is also
adjustable, just like the Maxi Micro Deluxe.
So now the Mini Micro Deluxe also grows
with the child. 

 CHF 79.00  
      

      

The lettering on the running board also acts like a grip tape and makes riding even safer. And two
reflectors next to the rear wheel make the Mini Micro Deluxe even more visible.

In collaboration with Swiss specialists, it was developed especially for preschoolers. The handlebar is
equipped with a safety system so that children cannot pull it out. However, it is still detachable and can
be easily removed by parents. The fiberglass-reinforced running board is made of soft plastic, so
children can't hurt themselves on it. The brake is designed so that it does not heat up during braking.
Our Mini Micro is available in different colors - now also in DELUXE version.

Weight steering

The patented Kickboard weight steering system works by shifting your own body weight. We developed
this system with Swiss specialists and it promotes balance, motor skills and coordination of the rider. In
addition, this steering system creates a very special riding experience and is suitable for all ages.

Glass fiber reinforced footboard

GRP is a fiber plastic composite made of plastic and glass fibers. The word fiberglass an Anglicism, so
derived from the English word fiberglass and is used colloquially for GRP. Fiberglass reinforced plastics
are very high quality and have excellent corrosion behavior. Another advantage of the material is its high
elongation at break (also called elongation at tear). This means that the load must be very high before
breakage can occur.

Age range: 2-5 years
Load capacity 35kg
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Type of wheels: 120mm / 80mm PU
Floor covering: Asphalt
Weight: 2kg
Foldable: Yes
Handlebar height 1: 48cm
Handlebar height 2: 68cm
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